Stuck for a birthday present or holiday reading?-this book is a must. Inspired by Gould and Pyle's Anomalies and Curiosities of Medicine and thoughts of old natural history repositories and medical museums, Jan Bondeson has attempted to produce a book resembling an eighteenth century cabinet of curiosities and has been highly successful. The cream-coloured pages, the apt collection of engravings, drawings and old photographs which illustrate the text, along with the font-style and page layout create the oldworld atmosphere. On the sepia front cover, Julia Pastrana, the Marvellous Hybrid or Bear Woman (a celebrated nineteenth century bearded-lady dancer of Mexican origin), takes the stage again as she did at the St Petersburg Circus in 1854. The cabinet contains a marvellous collection. A museum custodian might guide us through its contents thus: Dfficult obstetrics job? Patients getting you down? Be thankful you were not called to attend Mary Toft from Godalming in Surrey who gave birth to seventeen rabbits. The imposter made even George I and the Prince of Wales look gulliblefools. The court anatomist, Nathaniel St. Andre, who claimed to have delivered five of the rabbits, ended his days in disgrace.
Practice or ward night out? Medical student event? Other boozy occasion?
Keep well awayfrom nakedflames. You could catch light and burn with a blueflame. Greasy soot and a loathsomeyellow smear on the windows may be all that remains by the morning. Best be like the tippling butler and swear never to blow out a candle again.
Obnoxious head ofdepartment? Do not lose hope. Phthiriasis, reputed to have carried off many a tyrant, may be a real disease. King Herod is among those said to have succumbed to this dreadful affliction. Countless lice emergefrom sores all over the skin. Recent descriptions suggest a mite rather than lice as the cause.
Getting awayfrom it all? Day in the country? Swimming in a pond or river? Take care not to swallow spawn. Frogs or toads might develop and breed in the gut with dire consequences. The toad-vomiting woman of Altenburg regularly regurgitated the reptilesforfourteen years before dying of dropsy.
Having a picnic? Fallen asleep on the grass? Feel something cold moving in the stomach? Don't panic, it may simply be that a snake has crawled down your throat. A couple of vodkas will calm you and the snake. For even better results try a purgative of calomel, jalapa root and castor oil, a treatment recommended by Dr Mandt, physician to the Czar.
Remember the old joke that doctors don't make mistakes but bury them?
Interment may have been their worst error. In 19th century Germany,fear of premature burial was such that corpses were held in waiting mortuaries until signs of putrefaction appeared. Englishmen were afraid offainting while travelling alone in France in case they awoke in a grave. Safrty coffins were devised and Queen Victoria awarded an OBEfor one design. An example with alarm and breathing systems is illustrated. I enjoyed Dr Bondeson's book immensely. Each page is full of interest; each chapter is packed with fascinating anecdotes. There are frequent poems about the incidents described. The reader comes away better informed about giants and has the treat of meeting Charles Byrne, John Hunter's Irish giant, as well as Caroline Crachami, the Sicilian Fairy. The work is both entertaining and scholarly with a list of sources at the end. I recommend it wholeheartedly but may I add a Scottish tailpiece. The English have tails apparently. Here in Scotland, we had always suspected something funny; it explains why the kilt is not worn south of the border and why so many English wives wear the trousers. Since the middle ages there have been attempts to regulate the quality of medicines and to prevent fraud in their production and dispensing. As potent plant remedies and synthesized new drugs replaced herbal preparations, the emphasis since the nineteenth century has moved towards the control of drug purity and the implications of drug quality for the safety of medicines.
Over the past 20-30 years a set of 'good research practice' guidelines (GxPs) has been implemented, driven by the increasing need for public accountability in the conduct of research and the validation of results in the manufacturing plant, the laboratory and the clinic.
Good Research Practices signals a milestone in the quality movement applied to the biosciences. The editor has skilfully hand-picked the authors of the 28 chapters, including himself, to demonstrate the often shaky imposition of quality assurance processes on reluctant scientists, who fear the imposition of a bureaucratic straitjacket on their elevated work and the coming of a breed of interfering and unappreciative inspectors to criticize, police and curtail their activities. Whilst some of these fears remain, and GxPs undoubtedly demand extra manpower and paperwork, particularly in clinical research, the evidence indicates that science has not been compromised and that the focus and even efficiency of medicines development may be improved. The industries have come to embrace GxPs almost enthusiastically,
